Bike Repair Tools and Equipment

1. Repair stand
2. High pressure floor pump
3. Ball end hex wrenches (metric)
4. Cable cutters
5. Electrical tape
6. Chain breaker tool
7. Chain lube (T9)
8. Screw drivers (flat and Philips, small and medium size)
9. Tire levers (3)
10. Ball peen hammer (and rubber or plastic hammer)
11. Scissors
12. Adjustable wrench (small and large)
13. Gear brush (and tooth brush or similar)
14. Grease (white lithium grease in squeeze tube)
15. Chain whip
16. Freewheel removal tool (and/or Cassette removal tool)
17. Spoke wrench (individual or multi tool)
18. Permanent marker
19. Measuring tape (combo metric and English 12 ft)
20. Zip ties
21. Plastic baggies (various sizes)
22. Magnet (with extension if available)
23. Cone wrenches (12,13 and 14,15mm combination wrenches or better)
24. Bottom bracket tool (for your bike?)
25. Catch pan to place under axles etc to catch bearings (i.e. Auto oil drain pan)
26. Auto shop towels (red or blue) or terry shop towels
27. WD 40
28. Liquid wrench or equal
29. 409 or Fantastic cleaner.
30. Big floor sweeping magnet (to find all those tiny parts you dropped on the shop floor and can't find)